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• Developer: ubisoft montreal

• Publisher: ubisoft

• Directors:

• ashraf ismail & jean guesdon

• Producer: sylvain trottier

• Third-person action adventure

• elements of stealth

• sailing & naval combat

• Price:

• $59.99 (originally)

• $29.99 (currently)



Minimum stated 

hardware requirements

Playstation 3

• one 3.2 ghz powerpc-based power 

processing element

• eight accessible synergistic processing 

elements

• 256 mb rambus xdr dram

• 550 mhz nvidia rsx gpu + 256 mb gddr3

ram = 1.3 ghz

• blu-ray disc drive

5 gb required hard drive space

Actual hardware 

requirements

• hdmi cable & 1080p native display for 

maximum 1080p hd video output

• dualshock® 3 for controller 

vibration

• online play requires broadband 

connection

• dts digital surround compatible sound 

system

• headset for voice chat



Game Summary

• Quick overview

• Historical setting – 18th century Caribbean 

– and modern-day setting – Montreal 

• Sixth major installment in Assassin’s Creed 

series

• Story line:
• writers: darby mcdevitt & corey may

• Player’s role:
• 18th century pirate and assassin Edward 

Kenway

• grandfather of main character Ratonhnhake:ton
from Assassin’s Creed III

• unidentified modern day character



Game Summary

• Installation

• About 4.5 GB installation

• Lengthy

• User interface

• Main menu and in game pause menu

• Shimmers

• Heads-up display

• Minimalistic

• Onscreen map

• Differs slightly from character to ship

• Worldmap

• Naval shipping and combat 



Gameplay

• Engine: AnvilNext

• Open-world third person and small-scale first 

person

• Exploration, combat, hunting, and stealth on land 
and underwater as the pirate

• Over 50 individual locations including 
mainland ports and tiny uninhabited 

islands

• Hidden treasures, treasure maps, hand-
drawn clues, etc.

• Hand-to-hand combat, melee weapons (e.g., 
blades, axes, etc.), long-range weapons (e.g., 

guns, darts, etc.), and explosives (e.g., 

smoke bombs, lethal grenades, etc.)



Gameplay
• Pilot a ship for travel, 
exploration, hunting, and naval 

combat

• Other ships may be destroyed, 
boarded, captured, and looted

• Sailors may be recruited

• Main ship, the Jackdaw, may be 
upgraded over time when funds are 

available, i.e., materials and 

currency.

• Parallel mission – first-person 

in present day

• Exploration and puzzle-solving

•Mini games within the game, 
Fanorona, Morris, and Checkers 



Game Features

• Scoring
• Currency acquisition
• DNA sequence completion 
percentage

• PlayStation trophies

• Artwork:
• Promotional material is composed 
mainly of high-resolution graphics 

of character models and set pieces

• In-game, the game aims for realism 
in its rendering, though stylized

• Sound and music:
• Composer: Brian Tyler
• Modern classical music in the 
style of film scores

• Sea shanties sung by sailors
• Additional music by Olivier 
Deriviere for the DLC title 

Freedom Cry

• Special features: 
• Multiplayer mode
• Soundtrack available with bundle
• Additional maps, weapons, and 
customization items available with 

preorders from certain retailers

• Side mission and quests not 
required for main story 

completion

• Extra gameplay exclusive to PS3

• Manual: 
• Extensive manual and encyclopedic 
database of the multitude of story 

elements available in-game

• No physical copy



Bugs

• Assassin’s Creed series relies heavily on parkour action

• The character and camera are controlled separately

• Often, the player is quicker than the avatar
• If the character lags in response to player redirection, it leads to unforeseen 

leaps off ledges and buildings, very often into trouble
• Parkour is pushed less in the latest iteration leading to fewer buggy chase 

sequences

• Ragdoll physics

• When bodies become constrained, whether 

in motion or lifeless, they sometimes clip 

through environmental objects, often 
flickering in and out

• Environmental elements are drawn as 

you traverse

• Sometimes, objects will flicker in and out 

of existence as you turn the camera



Game Review

What is good (fun) about the game?

• Exploration and free running

• As with previous editions, the environments are 

beautiful and immersive – you almost feel like 

you’re there

• It’s great being able to explore Havana, for 
example, but it’s even better to be able to 
climb to the top of a steeple or the mast of a 

ship and get a panoramic view of your 

surroundings

• Mingling with a diverse population that seems 

to be going about their daily lives is great, 
but free running across rooftops is amazing

• Boating

• Clunky in the last iteration, captaining the 
ship is now smooth and almost effortless

• The user might be surprised how much it can 

be to pilot a ship, explore the ocean, and get 
into naval battles

• The sailors singing sea shanties is another 

example of the depth of detail that allows the 

user to become immersed in the experience

• Many missions allow for multiple means of 

completion – you can be stealthy or you 

can be high profile

• The story and characters are really well 

done (many based on historical figures) 
with a good script and often strong 

acting



Game Review - What is bad (not fun) about the game?

What is bad (not fun) about the game?

• Parkour elements are still problematic at times

• “Realistic” reaction times of the avatar sometimes feels too 

slow and can ruin the flow of the gameplay

• Side missions are not required to complete the main 

plot but are necessary for completionists

• These side missions can get repetitive quickly

• Looting – better than in previous games, but still a 

tedious process of waiting while holding down a 

button

How does it compare to similar games in the same 

genre?

• Remains a unique action-adventure game, in large part 

due to the free-running gameplay and now the sailing

• Other aspects of the game (e.g., combat) are quite 

similar to other games

Why is it better or worse than similar games?

• High level of quality with respect to character 

design, wardrobe, and fidelity to real-world 

environments and architecture

• Immersive historical fiction, plot, and script with well-

rounded characters that grow and change through 

the course of the years during which the game takes 

place

What is the appropriate audience for this game?

• Though violent, the game appears to be appropriate for 

teenagers and adults

• The game is likely targeted more toward a male 

audience but could very well be enjoyed by female 

gamers, too

• The main character is male as is his first mate and the 

antagonists are also male

• However, there a two female pirates who are particularly 

strong characters

• The multiplayer game mode has broader appeal

• Multiplayer is different enough from single-player that it’s 

possible for a gamer to like one and not the other

• For players with younger children watching, blood can 

be turned off and battles can be won without killing; 

however, the game is probably still not appropriate for 

them

Are any design mistakes present?

• There are no obvious design mistakes present



Summary

Overall strengths and weaknesses

• Strengths:
• Immersive storytelling and design
• Powerful engine
• Variety of gameplay

• Weaknesses:
• Unreliable controls
• Tedious tasks and gameplay

Is the game worth purchasing?

• Yes, but the downloadable content is 
not

How could it be improved?

• Better controls for free-running and 
further uses for it

• More variety in mission goals

• Less scavenging

• Each iteration sort of doubles down 
on the previous; as far as the 

growing overarching storyline goes, 

it’s becoming preposterous

• It was at times too easy and there 
is no difficulty setting

• Some items aren’t acquired until the 
end of the game making them 

effectively useless since there is little 

replay value inherent in them or the 

game as a whole. If anything, this 

might be the sort of game one 

revisits down the line like one 

would re-watch a favorite series
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